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And if you ever can't get one start, check out our 25 reasons why your boat engine won't start.
Come back out after a while and it will start right up. It takes considerable amperage to operate
the starter, which in turn requires a large diameter wire to carry the load. I'm getting fuel, spark,
and compression. It also runs very strong after it is first started. Outboard won't crank or turn
over, electric start not working. I checked battery connection it was all tight. Mercury f25m Not
rated yet Motor will start run perfect but when I go to use boat the next morning,it won't start.
Most outboards will not crank if the boat is in gear. Any ideas? Any fuses i should check?
Others have indicated that the ECM will not initialize spark at the plugs when the fuel pump
doesn't come on. Cranks, but will not fire. Make sure the other end of the tester is attached to a
good clean ground. Fortunately, the problem isn't hard to diagnose. I didn't have to remove the
timing belt because BIOWaynes post shows how to remove the end connector so I could route
the wires behind the timing belt. If it has trouble like this, move to step five. This prevents heat
damage to the starter and mechanical components, such as the Bendix drive that disengages
the starter. In this case, no power is flowing through the neutral safety switch to the starter
relay. Pull the cowl off your mtr and check the fuse. If Mercury's past practice is anything to go
by, we can expect a supercharged version of thisThis crank and no start happens when you
disconnect the crank sensor, and the same connector is pulled to perform a compression test.
Besides, it may not even work if you still have the secondary charcoal filter. Merc Cruiser mag
mpi horizon inboard carburetors wont start. The Marine Mechanic I'm going to connect you with
knows all the tricks and shortcuts. Kill Switch: A simple thing to overlook; ensure that the
emergency shutoff switch cap is in place. Any ideas what it could be? If the engine cranks
slowly or doesn't crank at all, it's possible your battery may be dead or low. Continuous
cranking would not start it so i hopped out and popped the hood. Go to Page cranks but wont
start please help. With this easy to make tester, observing the spark output on an engine will
not require a costly special tool. Reconnect the small wire to the solenoid. Last time, drove up
to the mulch yard and when I came out of the shack after paying, it would not start. Checked
spark plugs - getting spark. The gas tank had fuel in it the entire time. Each hp engine repair
manual covers every aspect of repair. This can make it either difficult or impossible to start,
depending on the severity of the situation. Engine has no oil because i was just trying to get a
start it the put fresh oil on it. Eat et is showing no active codes. He had taken his son out days
prior and had no issues. Question: My Honda Accord cranks but it doesn't start. Its not the
battery, timing belt and radiator since those are relativity new, not the oil level or gas level.
These idle mixture adjustment tuning procedures apply the Mercury outboards manufactured
between thru â€”specifically HP to HP models. Why Why won't my mercury 40 hp outboard
motor fire? Asked By Wiki User. Checked fuel lines, no leaking, bulb is hard. Hi, I have a 91
accord ex that cranks but won't start. There were no diagnostic trouble codes. If you turn the
key and the starter engages and rotates the engine but the car won't start, this40hp outboard
mercury. As was mentioned earlier, will the engine start up and stay running if the throttle only
button is pushed in, and the throttle lever advanced. If it is sparking then you need to check the
fuel. What does it mean when a MerCruiser inboard engine cranks but will not turn on and begin
to run. When I go to start it, it has a hard time starting. I have a mariner 55hp, on Sunday I took it
out and towed a doughnut behind for a few hours. No spark. Y: Information on this page
pertains to motors that crank but will not start as a result of ignition system faults. Check the
voltage on the red and white Ignition wires at the CD Unit. If your gauges activate but the engine
makes no clicking or cranking noise when you turn the key to the This switch is locted in the
remote control. You can do this by removing a plug wire and using another spark plug. Car is
cranking but not starting. But quite often, one of these simple issues is all that's holding you
back from a day of boating. If you do hear it it may be a bad pump. If it is sparking then it WILL
start up. Starts up and idles fine. And it probably happens once out of every starts. Faulty
emergency kill switch. Is the emergency shutoff cap in place? Engine is hard to start especially
after sitting from a run. I replaced the fuse 30A and it starts up normally, but when I get to rmp it
would burn the fuse and shut off. Ok I replaced distributor cap, rotor, module, plugs, coil got
every thing TDC but before I messed with the timing I pulled the SPOUT on the distributor and
now the can turns over and cranks but no start it wants to start fuel pumps fineWhile driving, it
started stuttering like it wasn't getting any gas. It fires right up without so much as a burp.
Remove one spark plug wire and spark plug. I see the lights that come on are theOutboard
Won't Start I have a Nissan Xterra that cranks but won't start has new timing belt, new crank
sensor, new rotor and cap not sure what else to check on it I know it gets fuel bc have checked
that as well anyone have an idea of what cold get it running all I have leftOther possible causes
for a "Cranks but does not fire" are numerous. Had to tow it home. Possibly tucked in and wire
tied with some other wires. Sound outrageous? Consider that, Mercury says, a pair of these
offer 20 percent better fuel economy than triple Yamaha V-8s. Engine fails to run and has no

spark. Quick Answers Engine is low on power or has a "miss". Try replacing it with the horn
relay and see if she starts she will. Do it all at once. Ran beautifully and were out on the water
for 8 hours. I need wiring for a Re: mercury outboard wont start. Yep, definitely agree I have a
Merc , it is a little cold blooded when it is cold. The moment the key is turned on the fuel pump
should start and build pressure in the fuel manifold and the ECM should fire up both drawing
power. Have a load test done on the battery. Just had it tuned up and still have a difficult time
starting when in the water. If there is 12 volts to the large wire from the battery, and 12 volts to
the small wire when the key is in the start position, the solenoid should click and there should
be voltage on the other large terminal. As you are not getting an "Engine immobilised" message
on theGot van to start after several extended cranks but died as soon as accelerator peddle
pressed. No spark is one of the most common reasons why your engine will not start. If you
have an electric-start motor, it may be that the battery is low or dead. You may have to register
before you can post: click the register link above to proceed. I thought the battery might finally
be dying and put it on the to do list. I drove it two days ago and this morning I went to start it up
but it didn't, t just cranks. MerCruiser troubleshooting can determine faults and help correct
mechanical or electrical system problems. If it was me, I'd run away from Mercury. You should
start to hear it pop, just keep pulling or kicking and holding it wide open until it starts, then rev
the engine a bit to clean it out and keep it running, then warm it up properly. Discussion in
'Outboards' started by lonestar, Jul 10, The bulb is doing something or you could not start the
motor, but if it is older, it may also be ready to change out. Mercury outboards are one of the
most popular outboards on the water. How to fix straight six starter motor repair, outboard
motor Starting a mercruiser alpha bravo mag mpi engine. Use caution when cranking your
engine, because prolonged attempts or too many of them can lead to problems. BUT when I go
to restart the motor after I have been sitting in a fishing spot, it won't start. If the problem
persists in the new cylinder, the stator is bad and needs to be changed. Thought it may just be
out of gas so I added approx a gallon but still wont start. One should be green and the other
blue. Carbureted two-strokes can be fussy, especially when cold. If you see more than a 2 volt
drop when the car is being started, the starter is heading south. If you still don't have spark with
a new spark plug, you have problems with your electrical system. Primer Bulb. Within the last
few thousand miles the car has been having an issue where it will crank strong, but will just
never start. Kill Switch Troubleshooting. After I removed and replaced my drive for
maintenance, I tried to start my engine. Turn the key until the outboard turns over. If your car
does not start and does not crank, there's likely an issue with the starter or the charging
system, which includes the battery, the battery terminals, the alternator, and any wiremercury
mountaineer wont start will turn over not crank mercury mountaineer wont start will turn over
but not crank there is no power to spark plugs but Mercury mountaineer wont crank all lights
turn on but nothing just changed the starter, has a new battery, what else could it be? Jump to
Latest Follow. Here is your cold start procedure. Remove the main coil lead from the center of
the distributor cap and install the Spark Tester. They provide voltage to your switchbox or
CDM's. Wait a few seconds for the engine to respond. Engine will crank but no boom boom! If
the engine does not turn over at all, the battery may be dead. Use a voltmeter to check the
condition of your battery. Then order a new one while you drive without a horn forDoes your
engine crank, but won't start? This guide tells you where to begin your diagnostic and what to
do next. Of course, we're barely scratching the surface of what can go wrong with an outboard,
and how to fix it. This helps the engine deal with gasoline that has high ethanol content up to 10
percent. Looking for a Used Cougar in your area? CarGurus has 80 nationwide Cougar listings
and the tools to find you a great deal. Each try should last no longer than 5 to 10 seconds, and
pause about 15 seconds between attempts. My pt died on my while driving, it cranks fine but
wont start. You will probably be able to find a quick disconnect plug near where the wires exit
the outboard engine cover that you can disconnect. Spayed ether and engine fires but cuts off.
Mercury 50 hp decal set. Look at Emergency Shutoff. Van towed back to dealership and I asked
what my feed pressure and rail pressure readings are and was informed they never tested or
checked as the only code is no communication with MAF sensor. Have you checked you line
fuel pressure? How about the efi fuel rail regulator? These can go bad and give you that same
effect. I recently took a stroll down the path of "Why doesn't my outboard start? Use fuel
treatment to remedy the contaminated fuel. The battery is not damaged nor is Mercury outboard
4 stoke [ 1 Answers ] I have a Mercury 4 stroke fuel injected outboard that won't fire. Any auto
parts store should be able to recommend one. Fuel problem? Selecting Accessories for Your
Outboard Genuine Mercury Precision or Quicksilver Accessories have been specifically
designed and tested for your outboard. When it is cranking and not starting, I would have quick
look at the coolant temp in vag-com. It has a very weak crank, seems like a poor battery. Title
says it all, battery is good done all maintenance that is necessary never had a problem with this

car. MerCruiser 5. Dangar Marine No power to the pump plug would suggest other problems.
You turn the key, and the motor cranks and cranks but just won't run. If your engine has a
battery, make sure it is charged up before use; verify the battery connections are clean -- as
corroded connections can keep a Mercury outboard from starting. Fuel pump working. Most
Mercury Outboard Stators perform two important functions 1. In short, blueprinting is one way
how to make a boat faster. After puting the motor back into the hull and installing the new
Athena ECU the motor cranks or turn over but wont start. The battery is fine. The spec should
be on the flywheel. It cranks but will not turn over. As you turn the valve in, the rpms will
increase. Now I did take it to a module repair shop he did say he thinks he was able to fix it and
it worked fine for 4 days and then back toCranks but wont start. Discussion in 'Outboards'
started by help 7. If it checks out good, take a voltmeter to the battery and have an assistant
rotate the engine. When taking on a no spark condition one needs to be patient and have an
open mind. When on dry land with the ear muffs on, a couple of seconds worth of cranking and
brooooommmm! No worries. The solenoid on a Mercury outboard motor is used to actuate the
starter. You crank and crank and crank but it just won't run. In this video we look at all the
reasons why an outboard with an electric start might not turn over. If the engine will not crank at
all, it's typical of a neutral safety switch that is experiencing electrical issues. There's a few
things you need to know before they'll turn over. When I tried to start it, the pull rope came out a
bit then got stuck. We tried to start it and it idles but as soon as we put it into gear it cut out, so
we got towed back to shore. It is cranking over but no ignite or fuel, possibly both! My buddy
pulled some codes and they are all oxygen sensers high circuitWith the starting problem
however, they are additionally blaming the center console buttons. Cranks but wont start. In the
past, you had to learn how to start an outboard motor. But you can pump the bulb before start,
and it gets firm? While running it should soften up, and as you pump it, it will firm back up, and
then soften back as the engine runs. Crank the engine and check for spark. This will change the
engine starting cylinder. If there's a bigger problem, however, we can still help. Also the fuel
pump is hot. Mercury stars and stripes flames. Air vent in fuel cap not open. A faulty fuel
delivery system is just one. There will be an indexing mark. Question: My Mercruiser 3. See
repair manual for vapor lock condition. Got it to start 1 time, buy While trying to start it. All
engines require three things to start and run: spark, fuel, and compression. Check the voltage
of your batteries with a voltmeter and charge the batteries to about However, they don't always
fire right up when you try to start them. That long with fuel in the carb I would think that gas is
turning into shalack sp , and jets plugged, bowl needle etc. Gearcase interchange: All 2 liter, 2. I
run a few miles and shut it down to fish. Car started and ran first crank. Hello all and good day I
am working on a cat d5k that cranks but wont start. We've seen outboards stored for winter that
fail to start in spring because large rodent nests caused exhaust blockage that kept the engine
from starting. If the hot terminal is showing 12 volts but the ground is not electrically connected
to the block, trace it and find out why. Carbs have been done fuel pump I have a Mercury 60hp 4
stroke motor. So the solenoid works, its drawing current, and the starter gear is engaging the
flywheel. You might notice that it chokes or is slow in starting. PasslockDon't have an account?
Its been on the charger for about five hours but wont turn over. Spark Check: Your outboard
needs spark at the spark plugs in order to start. It cranks strong and fires right up but almost
immediately dies. Check the oil level on four-stroke motors. For access to this valuable
experience-based repair data and reliable OEM information, simply click here and start a free
trial. Mercury outboard cranks but wont start And if you ever can't get one start, check out our
25 reasons why your boat engine won't start. Murphy first created the Pontiac Buggy Company
in The company initially specialized in the production of horse-drawn carriages. A few years
later, in , when Murphy realized that the future was in the car, he changed his company to the
Oakland Motor Car Company. This company was bought by General Motors in after the death of
its founder. The first Pontiac vehicle in was the five-seater bus, presented to the public at the
New York Auto Show. It had a six-cylinder engine that was powerful enough to then be able to
overtake the 4-cylinder machines, but cost less than most other models. The success of the first
model, which was sold in record numbers in gave birth to the next six-cylinder car, Pontiac Big
Six , named so because of the increased volume and engine power. Initially, the first Pontiac
cars sold by GM as a cheaper version of its models the Oakland, but since the 30s, the company
tried to shake off the image of "reliable, but boring" cars. They turned their attention to a new
market and tried to achieve success faster, more beautiful cars, such as the Torpedo Deluxe
and 8 Chieftain Super Deluxe, which also appeared in the coupe version. It is worth noting the
fact that Pontiac was the first to offer customers a variety of engine options on the same
machine. But first an important model for the Bonneville Pontiac began in , the one that
introduced the fin design, which defined an entire era of American cars. Among the American
car manufacturers, the Pontiac was seen as a vehicle that was luxurious as Chevrolet, but

reliable and cheap as Oldsmobile and Buick. Since then, in the 60 years it has become
fashionable to drive as fast as each could afford with as large engine. Looking good could only
be behind the wheel of the Pontiac. While other manufacturers have managed to simulate this
trend, GTO still remained the original "muscular" car. But the GTO was not the only cult car,
which came out in the 60s under the Pontiac logo. Soon, in , came Firebird Trans Am. Both the
car continued to be produced at GM 's plant until When the oil crisis of the 70s reached
America, GM was in a long line of gas-guzzling engines that were not environmentally friendly.
With all the new regulation of greenhouse gas emissions and fuel shortages, people do not
want to buy more "muscular" cars and GM has been forced to reduce the dimensions of the car
only to stay on the market. In the 80's Pontiac Fiero was the car, according to many, assembled
from parts of other GM models. This led to a loss of popularity among the public, however, a
later version of the car was pretty good in terms of performance. It followed a long time for
Pontiac , in which all the cars were sold only other models of GM , but with Pontiac logo. The
only notable issue was the emergence of Pontiac Trans Sport and Sunfire. Fans may remember
Pontiac Firebird Model 90s, which had a very "torpedo" shape, being the embodiment of the
American sports car. In order to help the company succeed, the famous GTO was raised, but
the results were not to everyone's taste, as well as Firebird is not very "friendly terms" with
traditionalists. Based on the chassis of the Australian Vauxhall Monaro , the new GTO has the
same staying power as its predecessor, but with a visual point of view, he lacked originality,
which ultimately caused many fans "turn away" from the new model. Pontiac later returned to
their outcomes as a mass provider of "muscular" cars with the release Pontiac Solstice in ,
which was the first model equipped with the V8 engine, since Adobe Acrobat Document 2.
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